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Foreword

The Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC), founded by Peter Hall in 1960,
is one of Britain’s most revered institutions, celebrating one of its most
beloved writers. With a home in the picturesque Midlands market town of
Stratford-upon-Avon where Shakespeare lived, it boasts quite legitimately
of being one of the world’s foremost theatre companies.
Stratford itself, despite its bustling traffic and its proximity to major
motorways, still holds on to its chocolate box image as a quaint historic
centre: characteristic half-timbered buildings and thatched cottages line
the streets; a pretty canal basin dominates the Eastern edge of the town;
and the imposing Royal Shakespeare Theatre presides over the waterfront,
serving as a focal point for the millions of visitors who flock to Stratford
every year.
It’s unlikely that many of these visitors seek out Shakespeare’s birthplace with music in mind—his plays are known far more for their use of
language, and his legacy is as a master of the spoken word. Yet as Millie
Taylor argues persuasively in this book, Shakespeare’s theatre is steeped in
music, creating resonant atmospheres in which to set the plays; colourful
characters whose charm is often expressed in song; and, later in his career,
plays whose forms adopt musical structures and present musical idioms as
languages in themselves—communicative strategies through which the
world of Shakespeare’s imagination comes to life.
Throughout these pages, Taylor explores that world in its musical voicings, considering explicit gestures towards music that can be found in the
texts of the plays; interviewing musicians, composers and musical directors
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who have contributed to the way the plays sound in performance; and—
perhaps most significantly—arguing that the RSC over the years has nurtured a profound understanding of how Shakespeare’s legacy can be
articulated musically as much as through the spoken word.
In its almost 60 years, the Stratford company has created an exciting
laboratory for the interpretation of that legacy. It has benefitted from
significant public subsidy, as Taylor notes; from the luxury of robust
resources; and from the opportunity to recruit and employ a dedicated
company who over numerous successive projects have been able to explore
the various languages of Shakespeare’s theatre. In her strands of analysis,
we learn how musical practices have been passed down as new musical
directors have inherited from the past; we see how different interpretations of a single play in multiple iterations present a picture of working
practices, technologies and contexts as they develop; and we gain from
Taylor’s close engagement with both the composers and their scores an
intimate knowledge of how Shakespeare’s musical imagination has been
brought to life.
Readers of this book may be surprised to discover it within this book
series, Palgrave Studies in British Musical Theatre, since Shakespeare’s
canon is typically viewed as the antithesis of musical theatre: where
Shakespearean theatre is highly valued as a cultural form, musical theatre
is often seen as a populist and commercial mode of entertainment; where
Shakespearean texts are esteemed by principled lovers of the arts, musicals
are often seen as fodder for the masses; and where Shakespeare’s plays are
celebrated as works of literature, musicals are often derided as trite bits of
floss. Yet Taylor’s resounding success in this book is to evidence the continuum that the RSC has fostered between the musicodramatic world that
colours Shakespeare’s plays and the same sort of landscape that creates the
rich textures found in the delights of a musical. It therefore comes as no
surprise to be reminded that the RSC has in fact been a driving force
behind a number of the most important contributions to the musical stage
in recent years. In Taylor’s final chapters, she turns to the development of
these works—not only the obvious examples of Les Misérables (1985) and
Matilda (2010), but also productions that are not really viewed as musicals but which nevertheless construct in their formats pieces of theatre that
are in everything but name, musical theatre works—The Life and
Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby (1980) and The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe (1998). In each of these cases, she considers how their adaptation from literary texts in many ways resembles the sort of adaptations that
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the RSC has perennially explored in its interpretation of the Shakespeare
classics.
In this sense, we can view the RSC not just as an organisation with a
“straight theatre” and a “musical theatre” wing, but instead as a company
with a coherent mission to further the creative possibilities of the stage
using all of the tools at its disposal. And by extension, we can read into this
analysis a synecdoche for British theatre more widely. For as Taylor notes
throughout her book, the landscape of British theatre as a whole has
embraced music in its texture throughout its history, whether that be in
the traditional forms of pantomime, the innovative developments of
regional, community and children’s theatre, or in other institutional establishments such as the National Theatre which itself has created some of the
most striking musicals of recent years (Jerry Springer: The Opera; London
Road). Indeed, if British musical theatre is to be recognised as a creative
idiom in its own right, it is perhaps this continuum of practices, eloquently
demonstrated by the work of the RSC, that most articulately frames a
national style. Thus British musical theatre creates a dialogue with the
Broadway idiom, with which it interweaves but never quite attempts to
clone; and with its distinct voice it generates works that are quintessentially British: from Cavalcade to Cats, from Salad Days to Billy Elliot, from
The Rocky Horror Show to Return to the Forbidden Planet, and as explored
in the odyssey of this book, from Macbeth to Matilda.
Dominic Symonds
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